
THE STORY GRID

How to Save Your 

Manuscript Using



DO YOU HAVE A MANUSCRIPT THAT

• You’ve been working on for years?

• Doesn’t quite work, but no one can tell 

you why?

• Has won contests/awards but has been 

turned down more times than a 

bedsheet?

• You just can’t let go of?



WHAT IS THE STORY GRID?

• A telescope and a microscope

• Highlights structural problems

• Pinpoints pacing issues

• Specifically explains why something 

doesn’t work and how to fix it

• Makes our intuitive knowns known to us



PRE STORY GRID

• Everybody Knows This is Nowhere, 2002

• “Mainstream” genre, 119,000 words

• Won multiple awards including quarter-

finalist in Amazon Breakthrough Novel 

contest

• Glowing Publishers Weekly reviews

• Over 100 rejections from editors and agents

• Put into a drawer in 2013



Carry this thought into every 

scene as you evaluate it: 

“Readers don’t care about 

your character’s story. They 

care about your character’s 

PROBLEM.” –Matt Bird, Secrets of Story



If your novel doesn’t firmly 

reside in a clearly defined 

genre, you’re going to have 

TROUBLE & WOE



Unless you’re writing literary 

fiction, which is more 

concerned with 

characterization and 

exploration of theme.

LITERARY FICTION



Using Story Grid is most helpful 

for genre fiction (those genres 

that stick to conventions 

readers expect in specific 

genres)

GENRE FICTION



Columns A-C, G-N

THE EASY ONES





We’ll be focusing on 

columns D, E, and F.

THE HARD ONES



These 3 columns help you 

determine whether  your inciting 

incidents, progressive compli-

cations, crises, climaxes, and 

resolutions in each scene are

CLEARLY DEFINED



Value shift, polarity shift, 

and turning point show 

you how a scene moves 

your story forward.

WITHOUT FORWARD MOTION, WITHOUT 

CHANGE, YOU HAVE NO STORY.



Identify what value is at 

stake at the beginning of 

the scene

VALUE SHIFT



Every scene must 

turn a story value

or it is not a scene.
It must start someplace (happy) and end 

somewhere else (sad) or there’s no 

movement. And the story STOPS DEAD.



EXAMPLES

• Innocence to experience

• Wisdom to stupidity

• Freedom to slavery

• Outcast to insider

• Success to failure



Determine whether the 

value has shifted in a 

negative or positive 

direction

POLARITY SHIFT



Polarity shift 
indicates the value 

valence change 
Can go from good to great or bad to worse, 

but it CANNOT stay the same.



Action vs. revelation: 

repetitious turns will 

bore your readers, but 

they won’t know why.

Mix it up to surprise them—if they’re expecting 

a revelation, throw down some action, and 

vice versa.



Pinpoint the exact 

moment in the scene 

when the shift occurred

TURNING POINT



Struggling to pinpoint the value 

at stake or the moment of 

shift? Then that scene needs 

major revision…or maybe to 

be

AXED ALTOGETHER



This process should 

take you about 

two weeks.
Take your time. Do it right. Don’t fill the boxes 

with what you intended to do, but what is 

actually on the page.



When you’re done, 

that’s your list of 

what needs to be 

fixed.
You will be overwhelmed. You will be 

discouraged. Give yourself exactly one day to 

feel those things, and then get to work.



Do the work. You won’t regret it.

Before Story Grid:

1. Finish the manuscript first

2. Keep the editor locked up; let the writer roam free

During the Story Grid spreadsheet marathon:

1. Set a reasonable daily goal, i.e., ten scenes a day

2. Keep the writer on vacation (DON’T REWRITE DURING THE PROCESS)

3. Don’t overwork the editor

4. Be ruthlessly honest about intentions vs. what’s on the page

During the editing phase:

1. All scenes without value/polarity shift and/or turning point need to be re-envisioned or cut

2. Don’t be afraid to rearrange scenes

3. Be willing to re-envision scenes or even cut them



Do the work. You won’t regret it.

Need more? Go to storygrid.com and sign up for their free five-day course (all you have to give up is 

your email)

Listen to the podcast

Even more? Sign up for their fairly pricey in-depth online class

During the Story Grid spreadsheet marathon:

1. Set a reasonable goal each day, i.e., ten scenes a day

2. Keep the writer on vacation (DON’T REWRITE DURING THE PROCESS)

3. Don’t overwork the editor

4. Be ruthlessly honest about intentions vs. what’s on the page

During the editing phase:

1. Be willing to re-envision scenes or even cut them



POST STORY GRID

• Everybody Knows This is Nowhere run 

through Story Grid 2017

• Thriller

•71,000 words (40% reduction)

•Called a “fast-paced, tightly plotted 

thriller”

•Netted me a new agent



RESOURCES

• The Story Grid by Shawn Coyne

• https://storygrid.com/story-grid-101/

• https://storygrid.com/genrefiveleafclover/

• https://storygrid.com/genres-have-

conventions-and-obligatory-scenes/

• https://storygrid.com/the-foolscap-

method/


